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In terms of analytical, compared and historical studies, this article substantially 
explores such issues as, the concept of dissidence registration, its value and system. 
Through the study of foreign system and the combine of our country’s national 
condition, the author will discuss the system of the dissidence registration .At last, this 
article comments on the actuality of Real Right Law, and gives proper and feasible 
suggestion to perfect this system from every aspect.  
There are four parts in this article: 
In the first part, conceptual analysis of dissidence registration, the author will 
analyze the concept and characteristics of dissidence registration. Through the 
comparison with correction registration and notice registration, the author will analyze 
its content. The system can protect real property and has two values ——fairness and 
efficiency.   
The second part investigates the history of dissidence registration and shows it in 
the comparative laws. This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part introduces 
the history of dissidence registration, It stems from Prussian Law and officially 
establishes in Germany for the first time. The second part discusses the system and 
characteristic of dissidence registration in Germany, Switzerland, Japan and our 
Taiwan. 
The third part is dissidence registration against the system and launched a series of 
core issues of the analysis and discussion. The system of dissidence registration should 
include the range of property registration book’s registration error, applicant 
mechanism and duration. At the same time, the dissidence registration won’t freeze the 
registration. Cancellation should be the sign of that the dissenting registration loses 
effectiveness. Finally, the prevention mechanism of false dissenting registration is 
necessary. Prevention mechanism includes security and liability for damage, and so on. 















dissidence registration in our country. The dissidence registration established in 
our country is inevitable outcome of economic development and rule of law. 
Finally, the author will give proper and feasible suggestion to perfect this system 
from every aspect. 
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